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This brief provides a snapshot of the detailed report  (see hps://cjcc.dc.gov/page/stas-
cal-analysis-center), pursuant to the Neighborhood Engagement Achieves Results  
Amendment Act of 2016, on the current state of police-community relaons in the District 
of Columbia.  



SURVEY RESPONDENTS BY WARD SURVEY RESPONDENTS BY RACE AND ETHNICITY 

Weighted
Demographic
Variables

Interacve Voice 
Response (IVR) – landline 

phones - 403

Short Message Service 
(SMS) linked to an 
online survey  - 690

A representave 
sample of 2,103 
respondents

Cell phones - 1,010

Survey Modes

25-queson survey
 instrument

In June 2018, the Criminal Jusce Coordinang Council (CJCC) contracted with CRP, Incorporated (CRP) to conduct a survey of District of Columbia 
residents to obtain their perspecves on police-community relaons, consistent with the mandate of the Neighborhood Engagement Achieves Re-
sults Amendment Act of 2016.  The goal of the study was to explore and document views of D.C. residents on police-community relaons, including 
percepons of community policing, procedural fairness, and legimacy about the police agencies with jurisdicon in the District of Columbia. The 
sursurvey design, content, and analycal focus were informed by a comprehensive review of the research literature. The study included a representave 
sample with high stascal precision (margin of error of +/-2.13% with a 95% confidence level).

 
 

ABOUT THE SURVEY
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SURVEY RESPONDENTS BY AGE

55 to 64 Years
12.30%

45 to 54 Years
14.60%

35 to 44 years
18.20%

18 to 34 years
40.30%

White, Non-
Hispanic 
35.40%

Hispanic
9.90% African American

48.70%

Asian 
3.60% Other

2.40%

SURVEY RESPONDENTS BY GENDER

Female
51.60%

Male
47.30%

Non-Binary
1.10%

1

74.1%
MPD

14%
No Contact

10%
Other Agency

1.6%
Unsure

About three of every four (74.1%) respondents reported 
their primary contact was with MPD, whereas just 

10.0% reported their primary contact was with a police 
agency other than the MPD, such as US Capitol Police, 

Metro Transit Police, etc.



SALIENT SURVEY FINDINGS: A SCHEMATIC SUMMARY

The scienfic literature on police-community relaons demonstrates that community percepons of the police are influenced by several interrelat-
ed factors:  community policing, procedural jusce, and legimacy, all of which are influenced by percepons about fairness and equity. According-
ly, the survey instrument included items reflecve of these important constructs, including both general percepons and experiences with the 
police. In addion, the survey captured demographic factors so that comparisons could be made across quesons by Ward, race/ethnicity, age, 
gender, and household income. The results of the survey indicated that D.C. residents generally have posive views of the police, rang their inter-
acons with police in roune, non-emergency situaons as posive, reporng trust in the police (e.g., willing to provide informaon about criminal 
acvity with the police), and a willingness to obey the police, and more. The findings for all groups were generally posive, though the results also 
indicated some disparies based on race, with African Americans being significantly more likely than Whites to report having been stopped by the 
police in the past year, and having less favorable views of the police across a number of quesons.

Relaonships Among Factors Shaping Community Percepons of Police

The more strongly residents felt that the 
police provided clear explanaons for 
stops, the more likely they were to believe 
the officers’ acons were fair, and that the 
police are generally fair and unbiased (thus, 
procedural jusce maers).

Trust
Fairness
Two-Way-

Communicaon

Community
Policing

Police
Legimacy

Procedural
Jusce

82.5%
Agree

‣ 83% would provide informaon about criminal 
   acvity to the police.

‣ 83% of those requesng police assistance felt police        
   addressed their concerns.

‣ 73% had posive interacons with police in roune,     
   non-emergency situaons.

‣ ‣ 54% felt police do a good job working with 
   community to solve problems.

‣ 51% felt police share relevant/necessary informaon  
   with the community.

‣ Asian and White residents were more likely (71.6%   
   and 86.0%, respecvely) than African-American 
      residents (56.3%) to agree that the police do a good        
   job working with the community to solve local 
   problems.

‣ 69% felt the officer listened carefully in stops by                          
   the police.

‣ 68% found the police to be fair and unbiased.

‣ 65% reported that police provided a reason for the          
   stop.

‣ 54% felt the officers’ acons in stops were fair and      
   jusfied.

‣‣ African Americans were much more likely to be        
   stopped by police than Whites (22% vs. 7%.)

‣ White and Asian respondents were more likely     
   (81.4% and 88.2%, respecvely) than African-Ameri-     
   cans (67.0%) to agree that the police are fair and 
   unbiased.

‣‣ Whites were more likely to indicate that officers       
   clearly explained the reason for the stop than were           
   African Americans (82.7% vs. 60.9%, respecvely).

‣ African Americans (48.6%) were less likely than       
   Whites (73.1%) and Asians (100.0%) to agree that 
   officers’ acons in stops were fair and jusfied.

The more strongly respondents felt 
police do a good job working with the 
community, the more likely they were to 
report that officers act fairly when stop-
ping residents, and that they get a more 
fair outcome (thus, community policing 
maers).

Legimacy

‣ About 86% of respondents agreed that they have an obligaon to obey the police and       
   that they should comply with their lawful requests.

‣ Whites from the youngest age group (18-34) felt considerably less strongly  (79%) that     
   they should comply with lawful requests by police (even when they disagree with them),    
   as compared to African American respondents of the same age group (93%).

‣ ‣ Males and females were considerably  more likely (95.6% and 90.0%, respecvely) than   
   the non-binary idenfied individuals (52.2%) to agree that it is appropriate to comply  
   with a lawful request by a police officer, even if they do not agree with it.  
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Community Policing Procedural Jusce
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCING POLICECOMMUNITY RELATIONS


